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Quick Quotes
Warren Admits Her Claim About Native American Ancestry
Has Always Been False
“I shouldn’t have done it. I am not a person of color; I am not a citizen of a tribe. And I have apologized
for the confusion I have caused on tribal citizenship, tribal sovereignty, and for any harm I have
caused.”

Speaking to several hundred citizens in Peterborough, New Hampshire, Senator Elizabeth Warren
confessed that her claims of Indian ancestry were completely false. She first made the claim while
applying for entry to Harvard University Law School. Mike Chmura, a school official, later boasted that
she was “the first woman of color” to receive tenure at the university’s law school.

Actions of Turkey’s Leader Cast Doubts on Claimed Value of
NATO
“Following the attempted coup in 2016, Turkey’s President Recep Tayyip Erdoğan has purged scores of
thousands from his army and regime, jailed more journalists than any other authoritarian, purchased
Vladimir Putin’s S-400 missile system as Turkey’s air defense, and ordered U.S. forces out of his way as
he invaded northern Syria, killing Kurdish fighters who did the bleeding and dying in the U.S.-led
campaign to crush the ISIS caliphate.”

Journalist Patrick Buchanan has provided solid reasons why Turkey cannot be considered a reliable
U.S. ally in NATO. Even more, he has listed solid reasons why the United States should quit its
entanglement in the 70-year-old alliance.

No One Responded When a Republican Questioner Asked for
Material Facts 
“To all witnesses, if you have personal knowledge of a single material fact in the Schiff report, please
raise your hand.”

After the three pro-impeachment partisans and one dissenting legal expert testified before the House
Judiciary Committee, none moved when prompted by Congressman Matt Gaetz (R-Fla.). Their stillness
indicated that there are no facts on which to rely in order to impeach President Trump.

Mainstream Contributor Likens Trump Supporters to ISIS
Backers
“I’ve seen a lot of phenomenon in my life. The behaviors that I’m seeing here [among Trump
supporters], and this is anecdotal, are very similar to the way ISIS members are. They are true
believers…. You know, they’re dead enders.”

Appearing on the MSNBC program Hardball With Chris Matthews, contributor Malcolm Nance
surprised few with his nasty assertion. Host Chris Matthews immediately told his guest, “I love your
attitude.”
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Cost of 18 Years of War in Afghanistan Approaches $3 Trillion
and Will Cost More
“$1.5 trillion waging war; $87 billion to train Afghan military and police; $24 billion on economic
development; $10 billion countering narcotics; $30 billion on reconstruction programs; $500 billion on
interest for money borrowed; and $1.4 trillion for the medical costs already spent and what can be
expected during future decades.”

Using figures compiled by Brown University’s Costs of War Project, the New York Times reported how
much the long war in Afghanistan has cost our nation monetarily. 

Senator Ends Her Run for the Presidency Due to a Lack of
Funding
“My campaign for president simply doesn’t have the financial resources we need to continue. But I want
to be clear with you that I am still very much in this fight.”

Beginning the 2020 race in the top tier of a very crowded field, Senator Kamala Harris (D-Calif.)
garnered low polling numbers and paltry funding. 

— Compiled by John F. McManus
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Subscribe to the New American
Get exclusive digital access to the most informative,

non-partisan truthful news source for patriotic Americans!

Discover a refreshing blend of time-honored values, principles and insightful
perspectives within the pages of "The New American" magazine. Delve into a

world where tradition is the foundation, and exploration knows no bounds.

From politics and finance to foreign affairs, environment, culture,
and technology, we bring you an unparalleled array of topics that matter most.

Subscribe

What's Included?
24 Issues Per Year
Optional Print Edition
Digital Edition Access
Exclusive Subscriber Content
Audio provided for all articles
Unlimited access to past issues
Coming Soon! Ad FREE
60-Day money back guarantee!
Cancel anytime.
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